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Abstract—Coordination of multiple robots in order to cooperatively perform a given task requires a certain distribution
of the different units in space. Furthermore, individual robots,
or agents, might have different tasks, or positions, assigned.
Formation control algorithms might rely on a priori information,
a centralized controller, or communication among the agents
to assign roles. Distributed approaches that only need local
interaction between agents have limited possibilities, such as
flocks where agents actively control the distance to neighboring
agents. Alternatively, two-way local communication has been
applied to progressively assign roles and converge towards a
given configuration. We propose a progressive assignment algorithm and formation control scheme that extends leader-follower
formations in order to enable cooperation of multiple robots
with minimal, one-way, local communication between agents. The
proposed algorithm progressively generates a directed, locally
convex, path graph to uniquely assign formation positions to
all agents. The low computational complexity of our algorithm
enables its implementation in resource-limited devices. Agents
only require information about neighboring agents and be
able to locally broadcast their status. This algorithm enables
almost arbitrary two-dimensional configurations, with the only
limitation being the sensing range enabling the definition of a
series of convex hulls in a certain subset of agents such that
agents sharing an edge in the hull are able to sense each other.
Moreover, we propose a methodology for deploying agents to an
arbitrary three-dimensional configuration after the assignment
process is made on the plane.
Index Terms—Multi-Agent Systems; Mobile Robots; Formation Control; Distributed Control; Progressive Formation Control; UAV; ROS; Robot Operating System;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of formation control in multi-agent systems
has drawn increasing interest of researchers in the past two
decades [1], [2]. Formation control, or pattern configuration,
is the basis for cooperation among a multi-agent system [3].
With an increasing number of applications for multi-agents
systems, the significance in having efficient, flexible and robust
formation control algorithms is evident [4].
In multi-agent formation control, the variables that agents
sense and actively control enable a broad classification of
formation control algorithms [5]. These variables are directly
related to inter-agent interaction. The variables that agents
sense and control are often an absolute position in a global
reference frame [6], [7]; a relative position, or displacement,
with respect to other agents and measured in a local reference
frame [8], [9]; or inter-agent distance or bearing [10]–[12].
The first step in a formation control problem is the assignment of objective positions to individual agents. This must be

done via a bijective relation between the set of agents and the
set of positions in the objective configuration, independently
on how these positions are defined. A basic approach is
to decide a priori the correspondence between units and
positions, given an indexed set of agents preassigned to an
indexed set of positions [13], [14]. Alternatively, the position
assignment can be performed after deployment to an initial
spatial configuration [15]. However, the position assignment
step is not necessary if all positions in the formation are
equivalent from the point of view of the sensed variable [16].
We propose an algorithm that enables agents to independently self-assign an objective position after deployment,
based only on local information about neighboring agents and
using one-way communication in the form of status broadcast.
Our aim is to design a method that enables independent
assignment of roles in an anonymous multi-agent system. This
means that all agents are equivalent from the point of view of
the formation control problem. Therefore, the focus is on a
solution that requires minimum a priori information given to
agents, such as a list of position definitions, or the objective
configuration as a point set. Furthermore, we aim at defining
algorithms that rely on local inter-agent interactions at most,
as well as minimal, one-way, communication. These features
have a positive impact on scalability and flexibility, with (i)
agents being exchangeable during deployment with no effect
on the system convergence (anonymous agents), (ii) having a
time complexity linear with respect to the number of agents
(local interaction), and (iii) controlled communication latency
required to achieve consensus in the position assignment
process (one-way communication).
Distributed approaches that use local communication as a
means of sensing neighboring agents rely on situated communication [17]. This refers to wireless communication methods
and hardware that enables simultaneous decoding of data and
spatial information of the sender, allowing agents to estimate
the relative position from where a signal was emitted. Twoway situated communication enables mutual localization of
agents. Therefore, in this paper, we assume that agents are
able to both broadcast data, and to know the position of other
agents upon reception of their broadcasts.
The proposed algorithm enables almost arbitrary formation
configurations in the plane, with the only limitation being the
agents’ sensing range. The sensing and communication range,
considered to be the same in this work assuming the use of
situated communication, must enable the definition of a locally

convex directed path graph that goes through all agents exactly
once. In addition, we propose a methodology for extending a
two-dimensional assignment to a three-dimensional configuration for deployment of aerial robots.
Moreover, while works introducing formation control algorithms often assumes relatively trivial agent dynamics, such as
single or double integrator models, in this paper we simulate
agents as UAVs for both two and three-dimensional configurations. We use the Robot Operating System (ROS) and the
Gazebo simulator. The flight controller hardware is simulated
using RotorS, a modular Gazebo MAV simulator framework
[18]. This is a more realistic approach that enables the identification of problems that might arise during convergence in
a real application scenario, as we show in our experiments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II explores related work in formation control algorithms with
distributed role assignment. Section III establishes the formation control problem, and our proposed approach for progressively assign positions in the objective formation is introduced
in Section IV. Section IV then delves into the implementation
details, with a description of the control law, collision avoidance scheme and simulation environment. Section V discusses
the results obtained and provides a comparison with other
implementations. Finally, section VI concludes our work and
future research directions are outlined.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Many efforts have been devoted in the research of formation
control algorithms. In terms of distributed methods, rigidity
theory is a widely used approach for distance-based formation
control [13]. Potential functions are also used in different
works to achieve arbitrary configurations [11]. In the most
trivial case, flocking of an arbitrary number of agents is possible with minimum interaction between agents and distanceonly measurements [19]. This is similar to the case of regular
polygons of bearing-based formation control [12].
In communication-free approaches, trivial formation configurations where all positions have an equivalent definition in terms of their neighbors are possible. This is the
case of flocks, where distance between neighbors is constant
[16]. Alternatively, our previous work shows the potential
of communication-free formation control for a wider set of
configurations using spatial distributions to define formation
positions [15].
In other works that rely on inter-agent communication to
achieve consensus, their proposed approaches have varied
levels of optimality depending on whether interactions are
local or system-wide. In the latter case, distributed auction
mechanisms enable task allocation or, equivalently, position
assignment [20], [21]. In another work, Pinciroli et al. presented an approach in which positions are assigned progressively via local interactions between neighboring agents [22].
The authors propose a solution that is easily scalable, robust,
and specifically suited for the natural scenario where agents
are deployed progressively and not at once. Moreover, only
simple communication exchanges are required at the time of

joining the formation, and a given agent only needs to arrive
to a consensus with two agents that have already an objective
position assigned. The methods proposed in this paper are
partly inspired by Pinciroli’s work.
Compared to Pinciroli’s progressive assignment, we propose an algorithm that requires only one-way communication.
While this limits, to some extent, the possibilities in terms
of formation configurations, our approach reduces the latency
of the assignment process and simplifies the operation as a
whole. We show how arbitrary formations are possible with
our algorithm if the sensing range of agents enables the
definition of a locally convex directed path graph that passes
through all agents exactly once.
A progressive assignment of objective positions after deployment inherently introduces latency in the system when
compared to algorithms that do not require communication
between agents [15], or that use a priori assignments [13],
[14]. Nonetheless, compared to communication-less algorithms [15], this progressive process enables unique assignment and the existence of a bijective relation between agents
and objective positions.
III. P ROGRESSIVE P OSITION A SSIGNMENT
In this paper, we use the following notation. We use
[N ] = {k ∈ Z+ : k ≤ N } to denote the set of the first
N positive integers. Given a set of vectors x1 , . . . , xN ∈ Rn ,
x = [xT1 , . . . , xTN ] ∈ RnN denotes the stacking of the vectors.
Given a set of points in Rn , the convex envelope, hull or
closure is the smallest convex set containing all points. We
denote by Conv(q) the convex hull of q and by δConv(q)
its boundary, which is a convex polygon.
A. Problem Formulation
Consider a planar formation configuration defined as a set
of points q = [q1 , . . . , qN ] ∈ R2N . Given a set of N agents
with positions p(t) = [p1 (t), . . . , pN (t)] ∈ R2N , we address
the problem of achieving a spatial distribution equivalent to q
with respect to a translation.
Problem 1 (Formation Objective): Given an objective point
set q and a set of agents represented by their positions p(t),
we consider that the formation has been achieved at a time
t = t0 if a permutation σ : [N ] → [N ] exists such that
kpi (t0 ) − p0 (t0 ) + qσ(i) − qσ(0) k < ε
0

kṗi (t )k< δ

(1a)
(1b)

for predefined constants ε, δ > 0 that represent the maximum
error allowed for positions and speed. We assume that agents
are able to measure the position of any other agent in line of
sight up to a predefined sensing distance δs .
The formation control problem and the convergence condition given in Eq. 1 can be divided into two separate problems.
First, to define a permutation σ : [N ] → [N ] such that Eq. 1
can be fulfilled. Second, to define a control law that ensures
that, given σ, the upper limit set by ε can be achieved at
a time t = t0 < ∞. To solve the first part, we propose a
progressive position assignment method that enables agents

(a) Formation configuration

(b) Assignment order

Fig. 1. Illustration of the position assignment via a locally convex path.

to perform a self-assignment of a position in the objective
configuration uniquely. Then, a control law with collision
avoidance is proposed, based on previous work on leaderfollower formation control algorithms, to solve the second part.
B. Locally convex directed path graph
Given an objective formation configuration q, we define a
locally convex directed path graph that uniquely assigns identifiers to each point progressively. The directed path graph is
generated as follows. First, a node is chosen as the graph root.
Any edge node can be chosen at this point. A node is an edge
node if it is a point qi = (qix , qiy ) that belongs to the convex
hull boundary and there exist constants mr , n ≥ 0, defining a
line froot (x) = mr x + n, and constants sr1 , sr2 ∈ {−1, 1},
such that the edge node qi belongs to the line, all other points
in the set belong to only one of the two half-planes defined
by the line, and other points that belong to the line belong to
only one of the two half-lines in which qi divides the line.
Mathematically, this means that
qi ∈ δConv(q), qiy = froot (qix )

(2a)

qjy ≤ s1 f (qjx ) ∀j ∈ [N ], j 6= i

(2b)

∀j 6= i | qjy = froot (qjx ) =⇒ qjx < s2 qix

(2c)

Second, a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction is chosen.
The second point in the path is the immediate neighbor of the
root node in the boundary of the convex hull following the
chosen direction. This is well defined because there must be
at least three points in the outer hull unless the formation
configuration is a single point or a two-points segment. After
the third point, the path continues such that it is locally convex.
The formation configuration information is then encoded in
a set of (N − 1) relative displacements between pairs of
consecutive points in the path graph.
Figure 1 (a) shows an example formation configuration, and
(b) illustrates the directed graph path. We can see that the first
11 points correspond to the convex boundary δConv(q). Then,
the next point is chosen so that the path is locally convex.
C. 2D Position Assignment
In this section, we describe a position assignment algorithm
that only requires one-way communication between agents af-

ter deployment. Suppose a set of N agents with positions represented by p(t) = [pT1 (t), . . . , pTN (t)] ∈ R2N and maximum
sensing range δs is given. An objective formation configuration
T
is defined by a point set q = [q1T , . . . , qN
] ∈ R2N . We assume
that the following condition holds:
Assumption 1 (Distances in the convex hull): Let p(0)
represent an initial distribution of agents. Without any loss
of generality, we assume the boundary of its convex hull is
the set δConv(p(0)) = {pi (0), . . . , ph0 (0)}. We assume that
any agent in the convex hull boundary is able to sense its two
immediate neighbors, i.e., kqi − qi+1 mod h0 k< δs ∀i ≤ h0 ,
where δs is a lower limit of the agents’ sensing range and h0
is the number of agents in δConv(p(0)).
Initially, all agents are in the unassigned state. Agents
periodically broadcast their state, which can be either unassigned or an identifier of the position they have been assigned
to. Situated communication can be used to leverage these
broadcasts as a way of measuring the position of neighboring
agents. A node qi can self assign itself as the root node of the
directed path graph if ∃n such that (i) qiy = mqix + n, (ii)
qjy ≤ s1 f (qjx ) ∀j ∈ Ni , and (iii) ∀j ∈ {i ± 1} | qjy =
froot (qjx ) =⇒ qjx < s2 qix , where Ni denotes the set
of agents that agent i is able to sense at deployment time.
The root node is well defined based on Assumption 1 as
otherwise the convexity would be broken. Once the root node
assigns itself, its state changes and it starts broadcasting its
assignment identifier for other agents to be aware. While
Assumption 1 is enough to uniquely assign a position for
agents in δConv(p(0)), this is not enough for the rest of agents
in the interior of the convex hull. Therefore, we consider the
following condition:
Assumption 2 (Existence of a locally convex path): Let p(0)
be the position of N agents after deployment. Given an agent
in δConv(p(0)) identified as the root of the directed path
graph, and an assignment direction that uniquely identifies
the second node in the graph, then these two agents define a
unique locally convex directed path graph in which all agents
are included exactly once. We assume that any two consecutive
agents in the path are able to sense each other.
If Assumption 2 holds, then all agents are able to uniquely
self-assign a position in the formation progressively.
D. Deployment of 3D configurations
The position assignment described for two-dimensional configurations can be leveraged to deploy a group of agents into
a three-dimensional configuration. When aerial robots such
as UAVs are deployed, their initial positions are a set of
points in R2 . Therefore, for three-dimensional deployment of
aerial robots, we propose to distributively perform the position
assignment before they take-off, and define an equivalent
directed path graph on the objective configuration.
In particular, we reduce the problem to three-dimensional
configurations where all points belong to the boundary of
their convex hull. This is to avoid dealing with agents passing
through the convex hull boundary, which might cause unpredictable behavior because of collision avoidance triggers in the

case of a dense objective configuration. In this case, a sufficient
condition if that the triangulation of the hull boundary must
have at least one Hamiltonian path. In this case, the definitions
of the directed path graphs in the two-dimensional initial
distribution and the objective three-dimensional configuration
are completely independent.
For these 3D formation configurations, we do not provide
a methodology for identifying a locally convex directed path
graph. Instead, we assume that a Hamiltonian path over the
3D hull boundary has been defined beforehand.
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IV. I MPLEMENTATION
The position assignment process proposed in this paper
inherently introduces a relationship between agents that are
assigned consecutively. As a consequence, in their initial
distribution after deployments, all agents are able to measure
the position of, at least, the agents that precede and follow
them in the directed path graph. The main contribution of
this paper is on the progressive assignment algorithm that
uniquely generates a locally convex directed path graph given
a spatial distribution of agents, and not on the control input
that enables convergence. Furthermore, we put a focus on
having a more realistic simulation using the Robot Operating
System (ROS) with the Gazebo simulation environment and
RotorS for simulating the flight controller [18]. Therefore,
we propose an extension of existing leader-follower formation
control schemes to enable convergence towards the objective
configuration once the assignment process has finalized. Multiple leader-follower formation control solutions exist in the
literature and can be easily adapted to work with our proposed
progressive position assignment algorithm [23]–[25]. Nonetheless, having a chain of leader-follower control schemes has
the disadvantage of increasing the system error with small
drifts in the displacement of each leader-follower pair. This
problem will be considered in future work and solving it is not
within the scope of this paper. A strategy that we will follow
in the future for reducing the system error after individual
agent errors are below a certain threshold, is to utilize other
neighboring agents as reference once the individual leaderfollower system error has gone below a certain level.
A potential is used for collision avoidance [26]:

)!2
(

kpij (t)k2 −R2

kpij (t)k> r
min 0, i
2 −r 2
Vij (t) =
kp
(t)k
j


∞
kpij (t)k< r
(3)
where R, r represent the warning and danger distance, respectively. These constants are defined in a way such that an
agent actively tries to avoid another agent when the distance
that separates them is smaller than the warning distance, and
it must never be below or equal to the danger distance.
A. Simulation Environments
We have performed two different simulations. Traditionally, works introducing formation control algorithms simulate
agents with single or double integrator models. In order to
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and control
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Fig. 2. ROS/Gazebo implementation architecture.

show how these models adjust to a real scenario, we have
implemented both a single-integrator simulation using Python
and a more realistic approach using UAVs in ROS with the
Gazebo simulator and RotorS.
During the simulations we assume that, for any given agent
other than the root, its parent agent is always within sensing
range. However, this is unrealistic as even line of sight could
be lost when another agent passes by through both. To solve
this, since parent agents are also able to measure the position
of their child agent, we propose to reduce the parent speed
closer to 0 as the distance between parent and child increases
towards the sensing range or a predetermined limit.
Figure 2 shows the Gazebo simulation environment consisting of the ROS master process, the Gazebo simulator, a set of
processes for each drone in the simulation and a formation
broadcaster. Each drone runs a PX4 SITL, MAVROS for
communicating with PX4, and the formation control process
which has two threads, one for communicating with MAVROS
through ROS and the other for assigning and high-level movement planning. PX4 is an open source flight controller. It can
also be used for simulation in Gazebo on top of RotorS. The
formation broadcaster is responsible for ordering the objective
configuration. This process may be computationally expensive
and therefore it is computed once and the encoded path graph
is transmitted to agents upon deployment. In a real implementation, each drone would only need to run the formation
control process and MAVROS since PX4 runs on separate
hardware. The formation definition could either be embedded,
or broadcast using other protocols. The assignments in the
simulation broadcast through ROS.
The same environment is used for both 2D and 3D sim-

(a) Objective configuration

(b) Initial deployment
Fig. 4. Final 2D configuration in Gazebo

(c) Single integrator paths.

(d) Paths in Gazebo.

–(e) Single integrator errors.

(f) Errors in Gazebo.

Fig. 3. Simulation of a 3x3 grid formation in both

ulations. For the 3D environment, the on-drone code does
not require any changes since the assignment is still done in
2D. The formation broadcaster requires the most substantial
changes since the algorithms for ordering 2D objective configurations do not easily translate to 3D. In this case, we have
precomputed a Hamiltonian path over the triangulation of the
convex hull of the objective configuration.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We have compared the performance of the single integrator
simulation and results obtained with ROS/Gazebo in terms
of convergence time and agent paths. In order to be able to
compare the single integrator implementation in Python with
the ROS implementation, we have adjusted the time steps and
speeds to match both simulations.
Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the objective configuration and
initial distribution of the agents. We chose a line along the
y-axis as the initial pattern and a 3x3 grid for the objective

configuration. Rather than a random initial distribution, we
have chosen a line in order to show the efficacy of our method
in a disadvantageous initial distribution. The paths taken by
both the single integrator simulation and the Gazebo drone
simulation are similar, with moments where collisions were
being avoided being more clear in the Gazebo simulation.
The single integrator converges much faster, owing to the
simpler model used. This is shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d),
where instantaneous errors of individual agents are illustrated.
These errors are calculated as the norm of the difference of the
current leader-follower displacement and the objective one.
Drones have an approximate size of 55cm by 55cm, and
the size of the area displayed in Figure 3 (a) is 9mx9m, (b)
is 4mx25m and (c-d) 20mx30m. Although our control input
to the drones are velocity that the drone is not capable of
instantaneously achieving. The maximum speed was 1m/s.
The Gazebo simulation took 35 seconds to converge, which
could be improved with better control. The positions of the
drones were sampled at 1Hz for the single integrator simulation and 10Hz for the Gazebo simulation. Figure 4 shows the
final results in Gazebo. For the collision avoidance potential,
the parameters we have utilized are r =1.5m and R =0.75m.
To demonstrate the validity of our algorithm for deploying drones into three-dimensional configurations, we chose
a pseudo-icosahedron as our objective configuration, which
is illustrated in Figure 5 (b). The 3D Hamiltonian path was
generated manually. The initial configuration was random. It
took roughly 70 seconds to converge, with the same agent
speed and collision avoidance parameters used in the twodimensional case. Figure 6 shows a side view of the final
configuration in the Gazebo simulator.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We introduced a distributed progressive formation control
algorithm that enables agents to self-assign an objective position after deployment with one-way only communication. We
have shown how the proposed method enables both two and
three-dimensional formation configurations. The only assumption is that agents must be able to see a number of neighbors
enough to enable the definition of a locally convex path graph.
Compared to previous works in progressive formation control,

(a) 2D deployment
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Fig. 5. Simulation of pseudo-icosahedron

Fig. 6. Final 3D configuration in Gazebo

we have simplified the assignment process eliminating twoway communication exchanges while introducing the sensing
range as a limiting factor.
Future work will extend the leader-follower schemes to
include multiple references in order to reduce the system
error during convergence and arrive at a more stationary final
configuration. The use of spanning trees replacing the directed
path graph will be studied. In addition, we will implement the
current algorithm with both ground and aerial robots.
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